Pennsylvania Lottery
Responsible Gambling Strategy
Our Mission
The Pennsylvania Lottery’s sole mission is to provide funds that benefit older Pennsylvanians every day.
Through the responsible sale of entertaining Lottery products, the PA Lottery generates funds to support
vital state-sponsored programs for older Pennsylvanians.
Play Responsibly
While most adults can play Lottery games without issue, the Pennsylvania Lottery understands that
gambling can be problematic for some. That is why the Pennsylvania Lottery is committed to designing,
marketing and selling its products in a responsible way.
We want to ensure that all of our players always play responsibly. That means playing within their
financial means and only for entertainment, and ensuring our players are of legal age.
Player Resources
For close to 50 years, the Pennsylvania Lottery has helped families by providing resources for informed
decision-making and help for gambling disorders. Ensuring players who may have gambling problems
have the necessary tools and resources they need is a top priority for the Pennsylvania Lottery.
We are proud to fund the Council on Compulsive Gambling of Pennsylvania and are a proud partner of
the National Council on Public Gambling, as well as the Pennsylvania Department of Drug and Alcohol
Programs.
We also make sure that players have access to and are aware of free resources, including the 1-800GAMBLER (1-800-426-2537) helpline and pacouncil.com.
Our Commitments
The Pennsylvania Lottery is committed to:
-

Ensuring players have the information and tools they need to make informed decisions about their
Lottery play.
Designing, marketing and selling Lottery products in a responsible way.
Ensuring players who may have gambling problems are aware of and have access to resources.
Training employees and retailers to become better educated on Responsible Gambling best
practices.
Partnering with responsible and problem gambling experts to help guide its program.
Investing in problem gambling awareness, education and resources.
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